First Organizing Committee Meeting  
Experiment of Typhoon Intensity Change in Coastal Area (EXOTICA)  

9 October 2015  
Shanghai Meteorological service  
Shanghai, China  

**TENTATIVE PROGRAMME**

**Moderator:** JIAO Meiyan and Edwin LAI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Rapporteur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09:00 – 10:00 | 1. Opening  
- Speeches  
- Adoption of Agenda  |                                      |
|            | 2. Discussion and Approval on the structure and TOR  
- Scientific Steering Committee  
- Research Groups  
- The Agreement of Project EXOTICA | LEI Xiaotu                           |
| 10:00-10:15 | Coffee break (& Group Photo)                                             |                                      |
| 10:15-12:00 | 3. Summary on the progress (up to now)  
- CMA  
- HKO  
- JMA | YU Hui  
WONG Wai-Kin  
FUJITA Tsukasa |
|            | 4. Technical Lectures  
- The currently progress of the field campaign on hurricane intensity change in USA | Peter BLACK                          |
|            | 5. Discussion on the future plans | LEI Xiaotu                           |
|            | 6. Other issues                                                            |                                      |
| 12:00-14:00 | Lunch                                                                     |                                      |
| 14:00 – 17:00 | Visit to Shanghai Yangshan Harbor                                       |                                      |